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Theory of AC-Stark splitting in core-resonant Auger decay under1

strong x-ray fields2

L. A. A. Nikolopoulos, T. J. Kelly and J. T. Costello3

School of Physical Sciences, Dublin City University and NCPTL, Dublin 9, Ireland4

Abstract5

In this work we report the modification of the normal Auger line shape under the action of an6

intense x-ray radiation. Under strong Rabi-type coupling of the core, the Auger line profile develops7

into a doublet structure with an energy separation mainly determined by the relative strength of8

the Rabi coupling. In addition, we find that the charge resolved ion yields can be controlled by9

judicious choice of the x-ray frequency.10

PACS numbers: 32.80.Hd, 33.20.Xx,41.60.Cr11
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I. INTRODUCTION12

The interaction of an atomic system with a radiation field in the regime of x-rays will13

lead to its ionization. The most dominant process will be, first, the ejection of an inner-14

shell electron (photo-electron) with the absorption of a photon followed either by an intra-15

atomic Auger and/or a fluorescence transition. For relatively light atomic systems, the16

dominant decay channel of the single-hole singly-charged system is through an (radiationless)17

Auger transition, designated as ’normal Auger’ which is a manifestation of electron-electron18

interaction. One variation of this scenario is to promote an inner-shell electron to an excited19

bound state, often denoted as Resonant Auger State (RAS), which can decay either through20

an Auger transition or by the emmision of an x-ray photon. This process was first reported21

by Brown [1] and since then a large number of investigations have taken place (see [2] and22

references there in).23

Under excitation by the strong radiation fields, now available, from Free Electron Laser24

(FEL) sources [3–7] the situation becomes considerably different. Relevant studies in the25

context of strong laser fields have been reported quite early [8] and in response to recent26

developments in the x-ray wavelength regime a number of theoretical and experimental27

works have already appeared [7, 9–12]. In the simplest situation, Rohringer and Santra in28

Ref. [9] have studied the single-photon excitation of a neon K-shell electron to a RAS by an29

x-ray field and a multipeak Auger Electron Spectrum (AES) is obtained for the fields they30

considered.31

In this work, we examine the AES and the ionic yields in the case where a normal Auger32

process takes place (as opposed to the RAS process) which involves photoionization of the33

neutral from the K-shell, followed by an Auger decay of the singly charged hole-system to34

the doubly charged ion. We demonstrate the emergence of AC-Stark splitting (also known as35

Autler-Townes splitting [13]) of the Auger resonance, resulting from strong Rabi-coupling of36

the apposite states in Ne+2 ion. In contrast to RAS line-shape modification [9], the unusual37

phenomenon here is that the AC-Stark splitting is manifested in the kinetic spectrum of38

the Auger electron while strong Rabi-coupling occurs to one of the K-shell electrons of39

the doubly-charged ion. This effect requires an explanation on the basis of a two-electron40

representation of the Auger-electron ejection, instead of an ambiguous one-electron picture41

implied by the Rabi-type oscillation of an inner-electron. A detailed study of the two-electron42
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representation, in a different context and formalism but similar physical background, can43

be found in Ref. [14].44

We have chosen as the target of our study neon |G〉 = |Ne(1s22s22p6, 1S0)〉 and consider45

radiation with a photon energy of approximately ω = 908 eV (see Fig. 1). The ionization46

potential for the creation of a K-shell hole |i〉 = |Ne+(1s2s22p6, 1P )〉 is Ei = 870 eV.47

Thus, the x-ray radiation will eject a photo-electron with a kinetic energy of ca. εp = 3848

eV. This state will decay, by filling the 1s vacancy, predominantly to the doubly charged49

neon state |a〉 = |Ne+2(1s22s22p4, 1D2)〉 with energy Ea = 65.35 eV and width of about50

Γia = 2π|Via|2 = 0.27 eV [15]. In addition, the Ne+ with one K-shell hole can also decay51

through fluorescence by emitting x-ray radiation [15]. This channel is about 55 times weaker52

than the Auger decay rate. Let’s designate the sum of all decay channels of the |i〉 state as53

Γi. Normally, this Auger transition of the singly charged ion to the doubly charged ground54

state is accompanied by the ejection of an electron (Auger-elecron) with a kinetic energy55

around ε
(0)
a = Ei − Ea ∼ 804.65 eV with a Lorentzian profile. In the present case we have56

chosen the photon energy to match the Ne+2(1s−1 − 3p) transition energy. Around this57

energy there is a manifold of excited states which we denote collectively as |a′〉. We show in58

table (I) those states which lying within a 1 eV band around the excitation photon energy.59

While the Auger state |i〉 decays with a life time of about Γ−1
ia ∼ 2.44 fs, the field, through60

a Rabi-type transition, creates a coherent superposition of the ionic ground state |a〉 and61

all accessible excited states |a′〉. This Rabi-oscillation of the K-shell electron between the62

bound states of the ion will induce an AC-Stark splitting manifested in the kinetic energy63

of the ejected Auger-electron. We should note that no post-collision interaction with the64

photo-electron is taken into account, as the energy of the photoelectron is too large for such65

an effect to contribute in the Auger’s electron spectrum (and vice-versa). To complete the66

picture, the excited states |a′〉 decay either through an additional Auger process (Γa′) or67

through further ionization by absorbing one more photon (γa′). Finally, direct creation of a68

double core-hole Ne+2 of the neutral, through photoabsorption, is not considered since the69

double K-shell ionization energy is 1863 eV [16].70

We discuss below the manner in which the AES is modified due to the Rabi-coupling71

of the Ne+2(1s−1 − 3p) states and study it’s behaviour in a quantitative manner. To fa-72

cilitate the interpretation of the results, we note at this point that for a modification of73

the Auger line to appear, many Rabi-oscillations should occur within the relevant Auger74
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lifetime. Equivalently, in the energy domain, it is required that the energy separation of75

the Auger-line splitting (roughly equal to Ω̄a′) should be larger than the Auger decay width76

(Γi) or the x-ray bandwidth (γx), whichever is larger. Of course the detailed properties of77

the system and the field will matter as well, however the rule of thumb, Ω̄a′ > Γi, γx, as78

expressed above will be in general true.79

II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION OF THE DENSITY MATRIX EQUATIONS80

The density operator of the system is obtained in the basis of |G〉, |A〉, |A′〉, |R〉, |Fi〉, i =81

1, 2 states. The state |G〉, with energy E(g), represents the neon ground state. The state82

|I〉 = |i; εi〉, with energy Ei = E(i) + εi, represents the K-shell hole Ne+ (state |i〉 with83

energy E(i)) and the photo-ejected electron |εi〉 having kinetic energy εi. The state |A〉 =84

|a; εa, εia〉, with energy Ea = E(a) + εa + εia, represents the Ne+2 ion in its ground state85

(state |a〉 with energy E(a)) with an ejected Auger-electron of kinetic energy εa and the86

photoelectron having now kinetic energy εia. Similarly, the state |A′〉 = |a′; εa′ , εia′〉, with87

energy Ea′ = E(a′) + εa′ + εia′ , represents the excited state of Ne+2 (state |a′〉 with energy88

E(a′)) with the Auger electron having kinetic energy εa′ and the photoelectron having now89

kinetic energy εia′ . It should be noted that in the definition of the photoelectron and Auger-90

electron states the appropriate angular momentum quantum numbers, as they result from91

electric dipole and Auger transition rules, are included. In addition, we also take into92

account the possibility of the involvement of further decay modes. In the present case, the93

K-shell hole Ne+ |i〉 can decay through fluorescence to Ne+(1s22s22p5), denoted here as94

|R〉. Moreover, the excited states |A′〉 may further decay either through an Auger transition95

to Ne+3(1s22s22p3) denoted as |F1〉 or through further photoionization to hollow K-shell96

Ne+3(1s12s22p4), denoted as |F2〉. The equations of motion for the density matrix elements97

are obtained from the Liouville equation iρ̇(t) = [H(t), ρ(t)] with Ĥ(t) = Ĥ0+ V̂ + D̂(t), Ĥ0
98

being the field-free Hamiltonian of neon, V̂ the electron-electron interaction operator and99

D̂(t) the x-ray field-atomic dipole interaction operator. Inserting the above states into the100
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Liouville equation we obtain:101

ρ̇GG(t) = 2Im
∑
I

∫
DGIρIG,

ρ̇II(t) = 2Im [DIGρGI ] + 2Im
∑
A

∫
VIAρAI

+ 2Im
∑
R

∫
DIRρRI

ρ̇AA(t) = 2Im [VAIρIA] + 2Im [DAA′ρA′A]

ρ̇A′A′(t) = −2Im [DAA′ρA′A] + 2Im
∑
F1

∫
VA′F1ρF1A′

+ 2Im
∑
F2

∫
DA′F2ρF2A′

iρ̇AA′(t) = EAA′ρAA′ +DAA′(ρA′A′ − ρAA) + VAIρIA′

−
∑
F1

∫
ρAF1VF1A′ −

∑
F2

∫
ρAF2DF2A′

iρ̇GI(t) = ...

... ... ...

In the above expressions ρKL, K, L = G, I,A,A′, R, F1, F2 are the density matrix ele-102

ments of the involved states while DKL and VKL represent electric dipole and Auger103

(intra-atomic) transitions between the states K,L, respectively. More specifically, the104

quantities DGI , VIA, DIR, DAA′ , VA′F1 , DA′F2 represent multielectron electric dipole (D) and105

Auger (V ) transition matrix elements. Within the present context we do not take into106

account any post-collision effects between the photo- and Auger-electrons as their contri-107

bution are expected to be negligible for the considered kinetic energies. This assump-108

tion alllows for a simplification of the transition matrix elements as for example for109

VIA = 〈i, εi|V̂ |a, εa, εia〉 which results to VIA = 〈i|V̂ |a〉〈εia|εi〉 = Viaδ(εia − εi). Along110

the same lines the dipole transition DAA′ = 〈a, εa, εia|D̂|a′, ε′a, εia′〉, is approximated as111

DAA′ = 〈a|D̂|a′〉〈εa|εa′〉〈εia|εia′〉 = daa′δ(εa − εa′)δ(εia − εia′). A detailed discussion of the112

dimensional reduction of these special kind of continuum-continuum matrix elements can113

be found in the appendix of Ref. [14]. The involved summations imply integration over114

the appropriate continua. As the total number of independent equations is 28, we do not115

present the explicit expressions for the evolution of the remaining density matrix elements116

as they are not essential at this stage.117
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The density matrix equations, are a system of coupled integro-differential equations which118

are not amenable to an easy solution even by numerical means as it includes integration over119

multidimensional continua. It is thus our purpose here to transform the above system to a120

more tractable form. To this end, we adiabatically eliminate the density matrix elements121

which are involved in the integrations over the respective continua of the states. The proce-122

dure for adiabatically eliminating these continua is a standard technique applied to describe123

the influence of a system with infinite degrees of freedom on to a system with a few num-124

ber of degrees and appears in many different contexts (see e.g. [17]). Here, the reduced125

system is the one described by |G〉, |I〉, |A〉 |A〉 and |A′〉 while |R〉, |Fi〉, i = 1, 2 represent126

the dissipative environment. Within the present context of atomic continua, some of the127

details can also be found in [18]. To proceed further, the radiation field is expressed as128

E(t) = ê(E(t)eiωt + E?(t)e−iωt)/2 with ê its polarization vector and we transform to slowly129

variables by defining σkl = ρKLe
−inωt, n = 0,±1,±2,±3, where n is chosen so that nω is the130

nearest to EK − EL. By employing the rotating wave approximation (RWA) and keeping131

only the terms proportional to the first-order of the electric field, after tedious but straight-132

forward manipulation we end up to the following set of equations for the reduced density133

matrix elements134

σ̇gg(t) = −γgσgg, (1a)

σ̇ii(εi, t) = −Γiσii + Im
[
Ω?

igσgi

]
, (1b)

σ̇aa(εi, εa, t) = −Im [Ω?
a′aσaa′ ] + 2Im [Vaiσia] , (1c)

σ̇a′a′(εi, εa, t) = −γ̄a′σa′a′ + Im [Ω?
a′aσaa′ ] , (1d)

iσ̇aa′(εi, εa, t) = (Eaa′ + ω − i
γ̄a′

2
)σaa′ +

Ωaa′

2
(σa′a′ − σaa) + Vaiσia′ , (1e)

iσ̇gi(εi, t) = (Egi + ω − i
γg + Γi

2
)σgi −

1

2
Ωgiσgg, (1f)

iσ̇ia(εi, εa, t) = (Eia − i
Γi

2
)σia +

1

2
Ω∗

igσga −
1

2
Ω∗

a′aσia′ − Viaσii, (1g)

iσ̇ia′(εi, εa, t) = (Eia′ + ω − i
Γi + γ̄a′

2
)σia′ +

1

2
Ω∗

igσga′ −
1

2
Ωaa′σia, (1h)

iσ̇ga(εi, εa, t) = (Ega + ω − i
γg
2
)σga −

1

2
Ω∗

a′aσga′ − Viaσgi, (1i)

iσ̇ga′(εi, εa, t) = (Ega′ + 2ω − i
γg + γ̄a′

2
)σga′ −

1

2
Ωaa′σga, (1j)

where Ωgi = 〈g|D̂|i, εi〉E(t) and Ωaa′ = daa′E(t). With γg we denote the photoionization135

width of the neon ground states to |I〉, while γ̄a′ = Γa′ + γa′(t) is the sum of the Auger136
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decay width to states |F1〉 (Γa′) and the photoionization width to states |F2〉 (γa′) of the137

excited states |a′〉. In addition, Γi = Γia + γr, is the sum of the decay width of the ionic138

state |i〉 through Auger transition to states |a〉 and through fluorescence to states |R〉.139

Finally the energy differences in the above equations now include all the shifts associated140

with the Auger and dipole couplings of the relevant states with continuum states Ekl ≡141

Ek + Sk − (El + Sl), k, l = g, i, a′ with Si = Sia + Sir and Sa′ = Sa′f1 + Sa′f2 . The exact142

definition of the shifts and widths are as below:143

Sg − i
γg
2

= lim
η→0

∫
dEI

|DGI |2

EG + ω − EI + iη
,

Sia − i
Γia

2
= lim

η→0

∫
dEA

|VIA|2

EI − EA + iη
,

Sir − i
Γir

2
= lim

η→0

∫
dER

|DIR|2

EI − ER + iη
,

Sa′f1 − i
Γa′

2
= lim

η→0

∫
dEF1

|VA′F1 |2

EA′ − EF1 + iη
,

Sa′f2 − i
γa′

2
= lim

η→0

∫
dEF2

|DA′F2 |2

EA′ + ω − EF2 + iη
,

where use of the well-known formula limη→0 1/(x+ iη) = P(1/x)− iπδ(x) must be made to144

split up the integrals into their real and imaginary parts.145

At this stage, a working set of equations are established and their numerical solution is146

feasible, provided that all the dynamical parameters of the problem have been calculated147

before-hand. The approximations leading to this set of equations require careful examination148

of the appropriate range of radiation intensities. One approximation is to assume that the149

involved continua are smooth around the energies of the dressed bound states within an150

energy range of about the Rabi-coupling matrix element. This requires that transitions close151

to ionization thresholds should not be considered. In addition, in the derivation procedure,152

we have ignored terms proportional to the second order of the field, such that daa′ < 1. The153

latter approximation, given that the matrix element is daa′ ∼ 0.06 a.u will restrict the range154

of the intensities where the working equations are applicable below 6× 1018 W/cm2.155

The system of equations that have been derived must, simultaneously, be numerically in-

tegrated for all different photo-electron and Auger-electron kinetic energies, so as to provide

the populations for σii(εi), σaa(εa, εi), σa′a′(εa, εi) at infinite times. Since in our case we are

only interested in the Auger-kinetic energy spectrum and ionization yields regardless of the

state of the photoelectron, we must integrate the final populations over the photo-electron
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kinetic energies and determine the following probabilities σii =
∫
dεiσaa(εi), σaa(εa) =∫

dεiσaa(εa, εi), σa′a′(εa) =
∫
dεiσa′a′(εa, εi). An alternative and more economical way of

obtaining the same results is to derive a coarse-grained version of the present equations for

these reduced, averaged over the photoelectron energies, density matrix elements. In addi-

tion, the reduced set of the density matrix equations is amenable to further manipulation

as it allows for the derivation of analytical expressions for long pulses or their averaging for

stochastic pulses. Thus, the new reduced set of equations, is obtained by first setting all the

derivatives of the coherences equal to zero [except σ̇aa′(εa, εi, t)] and then integrating over

the photoelectron energy εi. To demonstrate the reasoning of setting the derivatives of the

coherences to zero, we work out the evolution equation of σgi(εi, t) coherence [Eq. (1f)]. We

integrate Eq. (1f) in an interval t, t+ τ with τ << Ω−1
aa′ , γ

−1
g ,Γ−1

i and we obtain:

i[σgi(εi, t+τ)−σgi(εi, t)] = (Egi+ω− i
γg(τ) + Γi

2
)

∫ t+τ

t

dt′σgi(εi, t
′)− 1

2
Ωgi(τ)

∫ t+τ

t

dt′σgg(t
′).

The ionization width γi(t
′) and Ωgi(εi, τ) were removed from the integral as their value

doesn’t change much between t and t+ τ as a result of the slowly varying trasformation of

the variables. Since it always will be |σgi(εi, t)| << σgg(t), we can neglect the right hand

side and obtain the ’coarse grained’ time average of σgi(εi, t) as:

σ̄aa(εi, τ) =
Ωgi/2

Egi + ω − i(γg(τ) + Γi)/2
σ̄gg(τ), (2)

where σ̄gi(εi, τ) ≡
∫ t+τ

t
dt′σgi(εi, t

′)/τ and σ̄gg(τ) ≡
∫ t+τ

t
dt′σgg(t

′)/τ . Thus, by setting the156

derivative of the coherence to zero, effectively, leads to a coarse-grained value for the coher-157

ence which follows adiabatically the ground state population. At this stage, integrating Eq.158

(1b) over the photoelectron energy εi we obtain:159

σ̇ii(t) = −Γiσii(t) + Im

∫
dεi|Ωgi|2/2

Egi + ω − i(γg + Γi)/2
σgg

= −Γiσii(t) + γg(t)σgg(t), (3)

where σii(t) =
∫
dεiσ̄ii(εi, t). To evaluate the integral we have assumed that Ωgi(εi, t) is160

smooth over an energy range equal to the radiation’s bandwidth. Then by expressing Egi as161

Egi = E(g)+Sg −E(i)+Si+ εi we have Im
∫
dεi|Ωgi|2/(Egi+ω− i(γg +Γi)/2) ∼ π|Ωgi(εi =162

E(i) + Si − E(g) − Sg)|2 = 2γg.163

As the derivation is quite long and detailed for the remaining coherences, we give here164

only the final result for the reduced (coarse-grained) set of density matrix equations. These165
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reduced equations are obtained working along similar lines as for the derivation of Eq. (3).166

Therefore, after setting all the derivatives of the coherences equal to zero [Eqns. (1f), (1g),167

(1h), (1i), (1j)], we solve for the coherences and substitute their values into Eqns (1c), (1d)168

and (1e). Then we integrate our equations over the photoelectron’s kinetic energy and obtain169

the coarse-grained set of density matrix equations,170

σ̇gg = −γgσgg, (4a)

σ̇ii = −Γiσii + γgσgg, (4b)

σ̇aa = −Im [Ω?
a′σaa′ ] + Im

[
∆̄(Ω+

a′ − Ω−
a′)

]
σii, (4c)

σ̇a′a′ = −Γa′σa′a′ + Im [Ω?
a′σaa′ ] , (4d)

iσ̇aa′ = δ̄σaa′ −
Ωa′

2
(σa′a′ − σaa) +

Ωa′

4
(Ω+

a′ − Ω−
a′)σii. (4e)

The dynamics of the process are governed by the ionization width of the neutral target

γg, the core Rabi-coupling Ωa′ the intra-atomic decay rates Γi,Γa′ and the Auger (∆a =

Ei − (Ea + εa)) and field (δa′ = (Ea + ω) − Ea′) detunings, through the quantities ∆̄ =

∆a + δa′ − i(Γi + Γa′)/2 and δ̄ = δa′ − iΓa′/2. Note that for notational simplicity we

denote the core Rabi coupling as Ωa′ = Ωaa′ = Ωa′a. Finally, Ω±
a′ = 2|Via|2/(∆±

a′Ω̄a′) with

∆±
a′ = εa − ε±a + iγ±

a /2, ε
±
a = ε

(0)
a + (δa′ ∓ Ω̄

(r)
a′ )/2 and γ±

a = Γi + (Γa′ ± Ω̄
(i)
a′ )/2. The real

quantities Ω̄
(r)
a′ and Ω̄

(i)
a′ are defined in terms of the generalized Rabi frequency:

Ω̄a′ = Ω̄
(r)
a′ + i

Ω̄
(i)
a′

2
=

√
(δa′ − i

Γa′

2
)2 + 4|Ωa′|2. (5)

Note also that we have removed from the coherences the fast oscillation part of their evolution171

due to the frequency of the field (this is justified since for a frequency of 1 keV the field172

period is of the order of 4 as and all other time scales set by photoionization and Auger173

widths are of the order of 1 fs ∼ 1000 as) and have performed the so-called rotating-wave174

approximation. Given that the radiation is in the form of a pulse we have kept the slow175

varying envelope E(t) which in addition may describe the stochastic properties of the field176

under consideration. This is however a problem which we will consider below but postpone177

its discussion for now. At the moment we assume a fully coherent single-mode, Fourier178

transform-limited, field.179

The AES, at detection time, is obtained by adding the contributions from the ground180

|a〉 and excited |a′〉 states of the doubly-ionized neon: S(εa) =
∫∞
0

dt′
∑

j=a,a′ σ̇jj(εa, t
′).181
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Although we numerically integrate the full system of density matrix equations the Auger182

spectra can also be cast in analytical form to a very good approximation. For non-decaying183

excited states (Γa′ = 0) the generalized Rabi frequency becomes a purely real quantity184

Ω̄a′ =
√
δ2a′ + 4|Ωa′|2 while the AES becomes independent on the coherence evolution σaa′ .185

The analytical approximation consists of considering a pulse of constant amplitude E(t)186

which turns the coarse-grained system to a system of ordinary differential equations with187

constant coefficients. Then the Rabi frequency, ac-Stark level shifts and the ionization188

widths becomes independent on time and in the expression for the AES only the population189

of |i〉 is time-dependent:190

S(εa) =

∫ +∞

−∞
dt [σ̇aa(εa, t) + σ̇a′a′(εa, t)]

= Im[∆̄(Ω+
a′ − Ω−

a′)]

∫ +∞

−∞
σii(t).

Solving the Eqns (4a) and (4b) for σii(t) we find that
∫ +∞
−∞ σii(t) = 1/Γi and after some

algebra we end up to the following analytical expression for the AES:

S(εa) =
Γia

4π

[
1− δa′/Ω̄a′

(εa − ε
(0)
a − δa′−Ω̄a′

2
)2 +

Γ2
i

4

+
1 + δa′/Ω̄a′

(εa − ε
(0)
a − δa′+Ω̄a′

2
)2 +

Γ2
i

4

]
. (6)

We should note here, that the predictions of the analytical expression differ from the nu-191

merical solution in that it doesn’t include the transient effects of the physical process which192

are expected to occur at times of the order of 1/Γi:193

III. RESULTS194

In Fig. 2 we show the effect of the field strength in the Auger spectra for ω = 908.06195

eV and assume a pulse envelope E(t) = sin2(πt/T ) with total duration of about 20 times196

the Auger life time ∼ 48.8 fs. The ionization width of the neutral is given by γg(t) =197

4.375 × 10−4E2(t) a.u.. In the calculation we only include the |a′〉 = |Ne+2(1s−1 − 3p), 1F198

〉 excited state (state 3 of table I) and assume its decay width zero (Γa′ = 0). For this, on-199

resonance, process the Rabi interaction energy is found to be Ω3 = 0.061E(t) a.u.. According200

to Eq. (6), for peak intensities of I0 = 1.0×1016, 3.51×1016, 1.0×1017 and 3.5×1017 W/cm2
201

peak separations (of equal height) of about 0.88, 1.66, 2.79 and 5.25 eV, respectively, should202

be expected for the AES. The latter values coincide with the full numerical solutions, shown203
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in Fig 2. In general, according to the above formula, for on-resonance conditions and long204

pulses (compared to 1/Γi) a change of the splitting by a factor around 3.2 should be expected,205

for a change of the peak intensity by one order of magnitude. For off-resonance conditions206

we have two unequal peaks with energy separation again determined from the generalized207

Rabi-frequency Ω̄a′ and relative height determined from the field detuning ∆a′ .208

Next we turn to the case where the decay channels of the excited core states |a′〉 are209

present. We have found that for the intensities and photon energy considered, further210

photoionization of |a′〉 is a much weaker channel compared with a RAS transition to Ne+3
211

[19, 20]. We take the RAS width to be a large fraction of Ne+3(1s2p22p4) → Ne+3(1s22p22p3)212

decay width and assume Γa′ = 0.14 eV [20]. In this case the life time of these excited ionic213

states |a′〉 is about 4.4 fs, comparable to the Auger decay life time of interest here (∼ 2.45214

fs) but still much shorter than the pulse duration. Given that the Rabi coupling saturates215

the Ne+2(1s−1 − 3p) transition very quickly (in the sense that their populations are almost216

equalized) it can be expected that a large portion of the population will very quickly decay217

to the Ne+3 ion. This behaviour is shown in Fig. 3 where the final populations in Ne+2
218

and Ne+3 are plotted as a function of the peak intensity of the applied x-ray field. Thus for219

on-resonance cases (solid lines) we see that the majority of the population goes into Ne+3
220

ion for all intensities considered. On the other hand, if we choose to detune the FEL to221

a photon energy of 904.06 eV (dashed lines), efficient population of the excited ionic state222

|a′〉 is prohibited. This also causes an effective increase in the magnitude of the generalized223

Rabi frequency according to Eq. (5). In that case the situation changes dramatically. The224

relative population ratio is reversed for low intensity fields (< 1017 W/cm2), with the Ne+2
225

dominating up to higher intensities where the ratio starts to decline in favor of the Ne+3
226

yield. Thus, it appears that a careful combination of the intensity and the photon energy of227

the field can control the relative populations of the triply and doubly ionic species of neon.228

For long pulses and relatively strong fields (> 3.5× 1016 W/cm2) the neutral neon fraction229

in the irradiated target is expected to be insignificant. Furthermore, it should be noted230

that ionic species higher than triply and doubly ionized neon are not expected to contribute231

significantly as two- or multi- photon absorption is an unlikely ionization channel, given232

their ionization potentials and the large photon energy.233
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IV. CONCLUSION234

We have presented a theory of the Auger kinetic spectra and ionization yields based on235

the time-dependent density matrix theory which encapsulates all the essential dynamical236

parameters of the physical processes that are involved such as photo-ionization, photo-237

excitation and Auger transitions. We have examined the AES and the ionic yields in the238

case where a normal Auger process takes place followed by an Auger decay of the singly239

charged hole-system. We have demonstrated the emergence of AC-Stark splitting of the240

Auger resonance, resulting from strong Rabi-couplings. In addition, ionization yields have241

been calculated for a range of intensities. We show how to control the branching ratios of242

various ionic species by varying dynamical parameters of the system, such as Rabi coupling243

and detunings. The theory was applied to the case of K-shell ionization of neon with the244

photon frequency chosen to match the energy differences between ionic Ne+2 ground and245

excited states.246

Finally, keeping the focus on the essence of the issue of experimental observability, we247

refrain from showing the influence of the volume integration in the final results, but its precise248

contribution needs to be evaluated when it comes to the actual experimental conditions.249

With a similar thinking we have put aside the issue of a field undergoing fluctuations suitable250

for the description of more realistic situations. The development of the corresponding theory251

requires a detailed formulation which is beyond the purposes of the present work. The252

essential outcome of the present work, namely the emergence of the AC-splitting in the Auger253

spectra under the presence of strong ionic Rabi-couplings, will remain and the stochastic254

nature of the field will mainly affect its observability [21].255
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CAPTIONS285

TABLE CAPTION286

Tab. 1 The above table lists the transitions from the |a〉 = Ne+2(1D2) ground state to its287

excited states Ne+2(1s−1 − 3p) around the chosen photon frequency ω = 908.65 eV.288

The fourth colum are representing the corresponding oscillator strengths. The data289

are calculated using the Cowan code [19].290

FIGURES CAPTIONS291

Fig. 1 (Color online) Schematic figure of the dominant channels involved in the interaction of292

neon with an x-ray field of frequency ca. 908 eV, chosen to match the Ne+2(1s−1−3p)293

transition energy.294

Fig. 2 (Color online) Variation in the AES as the peak intensity of the pulse increases. The295

field has total duration about 48.8 fs and the photon frequency chosen equal to 908.06296

eV, while Γa′ = 0.297

Fig. 3 (Color online). Ionization yields versus the peak intensity of the x-ray field. Field298

parameters as in Fig. 2 and Γa′ = 0.14 eV. Solid curves refer to ω = 908.06 eV while299

the dashed ones to ω = 904.06 eV.300
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TABLES301

|a′〉 Ea′ (eV) Ne+2(1s12s2) gfaa′(×10−2)

1 907.75 (2p4,1D)2D(3p1)1P1 2.3338

2 907.90 (2p4,3P )2P (3p1)3P1 0.20991

3 908.06 (2p4,1D)2D(3p1)1F3 8.1881

4 908.48 (2p4,3P )2P (3p1)3D3 0.13141

5 908.51 (2p4,1D)2D(3p1)3D2 0.23322

6 908.49 (2p4,3P )2P (3p1)1D2 4.4888

7 908.78 (2p4,1D)2D(3p1)1D2 1.2714

Table I.

302
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